APPLICATION REQUIREMENTS
What you need to apply
All applications must be submitted online: caesar.sccoe.org
Please upload all required documents to Caesar
All applications require a $75 application submission fee

Preliminary Program (Accelerated Pathway Applicants)
For immediate consideration, eligible candidates must have a CLEAR General Ed. Credential and currently be working as a teacher.

List of Application requirements
☐ Clear teaching credential
☐ Official transcripts
  o Unofficial will be accepted provisionally via Caesar
  o Foreign transcripts accepted with accredited verification from CTC approved agency
  o Please mail official transcripts to Educator Preparation Programs c/o Celina Gutierrez
    1290 Ridder Park Drive MC 232
    San Jose, CA 95131
☐ A full time teaching position\(^1\) in either
  o inclusive classroom with students for which you are the teacher of record for students with Moderate to Severe disabilities, Mild to Moderate disabilities or in ECSE
  o an SDC classroom for students with Moderate to Severe disabilities, Mild to Moderate disabilities or in ECSE
  o an RSP position serving students with Moderate to Severe disabilities, Mild to Moderate disabilities or in the category of ECSE

Find out more at EPIC.sccoe.org

\(^1\) Teaching position must be verified with a verification of employment from your HR department